


PRE-ORDER or SHOP IN PERSON 
If you have big plans for your vegetable garden this year, consider pre-ordering your plants!  We’ve got 
some exciting new plant varieties this year as well as Certified Organic seed packets from High Mowing 
Seeds.  We will be taking orders from early February until we receive 200 online orders.   

Order online in February, and pick up at the farm in May!  If you place an order through our Online 
Store, your plants and seed packets will be ready for pickup at our farm in Brentwood in late May.  We 
will contact you by email to arrange a time for you to pick up your order.  There is a $30 online pre-order 
minimum.  

Pre-ordering is not required!  You can also come to the farm to shop for plants in person when the 
Farm Store opens in late May.  This is a great way to ensure you have first access to any varieties you may 
have your heart set on growing this year!  While we can’t guarantee that we will have specific varieties 
available in May, we are growing over 10,000 plants to sell this year, so there is a good chance we will 
have what you are looking for.  We will set aside some of each variety we grow in order to have some of 
everything available for in-person shopping.  

USE THIS GUIDE to learn more about the plants and seeds we are offering. You’ll find detailed 
descriptions of varieties, how much space each plant needs, and also which vegetables you can start 
from seed vs. planting transplants. Spend a little time mapping out your garden and making some 
notes, and then go to our Online Store to place your order! 

ORDER ONLINE at www.stoutoakfarm.com 

OUR ORGANIC PLANTS 
     Our goal is to help you get your garden off to a great start  
     with strong, healthy plants!   

•  All of our plants are Certified Organic and started from seed in our greenhouses. 

•  We use a compost-based potting mix from Vermont Compost Company. 

•  Varieties are carefully selected for their excellent flavor, reliability, disease resistance, and                                   
ability to thrive in our New Hampshire climate. The majority are open-pollinated and 
heirloom varieties. 

•  Our plants are sturdy and resilient, and ready to thrive in your garden.  

•  Year after year we hear from our plant customers about the success they’ve had in their  
vegetable gardens, starting with local organic plants from Stout Oak!




http://www.stoutoakfarm.com


CROP Transplant or 
Direct Seed? PLANT SPACING GROWING TIPS

Basil TP Transplant 12" apart Plant out after last frost. Keep harvesting the tips of the 
plants for continued production.

Beans DS Sow 8 seeds per foot Sow after last frost. Bush beans won't need a trellis but 
pole beans like to climb!

Beets DS Sow 15 seeds per foot Sow as soon as soil can be worked. Keep well watered. 
Thin to 2” apart. 

Broccoli TP Transplant 18" apart Harvest center head, and then check back for side shoots.

Carrots DS Sow 20 seeds per foot Sow from early spring to mid summer. Keep well weeded, 
and well watered.

Celery TP Transplant 8" apart Add plenty of compost to your celery bed and keep the 
plants well watered.

Cilantro DS Sow 40 seeds per foot Once plants are about 5" tall, harvest frequently to 
prevent from going to flower.

Corn DS Sow 2 seeds per foot Sow in blocks (instead of long rows) to encourage 
pollination between the plants. 

Cucumber TP or DS Transplant or sow 12" 
to 24" apart

Plant out well after last frost. To save space, put up a trellis 
to encourage plants to climb.

Dill DS Sow 30 seeds per foot Harvest frequently to keep more leaves coming.

Eggplant TP Transplant 24" apart Plant out after last frost. Watch for Colorado Potato 
Beetles in June.

Greens 
(Baby Salad 
Greens)

DS Sow 30 to 40 seeds 
per foot

Harvest at baby leaf size and get 2 or 3 more harvests 
from the same plants.

Kale TP Transplant 12" to 18" 
apart

Once plants are 2' tall or so, regularly harvest the biggest 
leaves so that new younger ones keep coming.

Leeks TP Transplant 6" to 8" 
apart Plant them deep and keep them well weeded.

Lettuce 
Heads

TP or DS Transplant or thin to 
10" apart

For best flavor and quality, harvest your lettuce in the 
morning, before the heat of the day.

Onions TP Transplant 6" apart Onions will thrive with regular watering and a weed free 
bed.

Parsley TP Transplant 10" apart To save space try interplanting herbs in between or 
alongside vegetable crops.

PLANNING YOUR GARDEN 
Check the list below to find out whether the crops you plan to grow  

are best to start directly from seeds (DS) or as transplants (TP).   



CROP Transplant or 
Direct Seed? PLANT SPACING GROWING TIPS

Peas DS Sow 20 seeds per 
foot

Sow as soon as soil can be worked. Put up a trellis so your 
peas can climb.

Peppers TP Transplant 18" 
apart

Plant out after last frost. You can harvest them green, or 
wait until they turn color.

Radish DS Sow 20 seeds per 
foot Easy to grow from early spring through summer!

Scallions DS Sow 30 seeds per 
foot Sow as soon as soil can be worked.

Spinach DS Sow 20 seeds per 
foot Best to grow in spring and fall when the weather is cooler.

Swiss Chard TP or DS Transplant 12" to 
18" apart

Plant after last frost. You can also sow seeds for baby leaf 
chard.

Summer 
Squash

TP or DS Transplant or sow 
24" apart

Plant after last frost, and then plant a second round at the 
end of June.

Tomato TP Transplant 24" 
apart

Plant after last frost. Indeterminate plants will need some 
kind of trellis or support.

Turnip DS Sow 10 seeds per 
foot

Sow from early spring through mid summer. Don't forget 
to eat the greens too!

Winter Squash 
& Pumpkins

DS Sow 2 or 3 seeds 
every 24"

Plant after last frost. Harvest once the vines have died 
back. Mulch with straw.

Zucchini TP or DS Transplant or sow 
24" apart

Plant after last frost, and then plant a second round at the 
end of June.

🏅 = Stout Oak Tomato Tasting Winner 

Heirloom: Old fashioned open pollinated varieties 
with a history of being passed down through generations.  

OP (Open-Pollinated): Plants produce seed that 
is true to type (if properly isolated from other varieties).  

Hybrid: Developed through deliberate crossing of two 
different varieties of the same species (this does not 
mean genetically modified).  

I = INDETERMINATE: Climbing/vining type.  The plant keeps 
producing new shoots and blossoms even after fruit set. Tall, vigorous 
plants that need to be staked or trellised. Fruit ripens over an extended 
period. 
D = DETERMINATE: Bush habit, with short vines that grow little 
once fruit is set. Fruit ripens within a concentrated period. Can be grown 
with or without staking.  A tomato cage would be effective support for 
these plants. 
S = SEMI-DETERMINATE: Plants grow moderately tall (3 to 5 
feet) and will require some staking. Plants produce for an extended 
period, but not as tall and vigorous as indeterminates. 

KEY TO PLANT TERMS



VARIETY TYPE
FRUIT 

COLOR
DAYS TO 

MATURITY DESCRIPTION                                           

Beefsteak I red 75 Open pollinated. Meaty, bright red and juicy. Classic large beefsteak 
tomato with traditional rich tomato flavor. High yielding tall plants.

Brandywine I pink 82 Heirloom. Large pink fruit with classic heirloom flavor and signature 
irregular shape. Fruit can weigh over a pound average. Potato-leaf type.

Cherokee 
Green I green/

yellow 72
NEW!  Open pollinated.  These yellow and green striped slicers offer a 
myriad of complex “tomatoey” flavors that are sure to enliven the senses. A 
great choice for those who favor some acidity in their bite. 

Cherokee 

Purple  🏅
I purple 80 Heirloom from Tennessee with superb flavor! Sturdy plants produce large 

to very large dusky pink/purple fruit.

Cosmonaut 
Volkov S red 68 Heirloom from Ukraine. Sweet and tangy juicy fruit with rich complex 

flavor. Slightly flattened fruit with rich red color.

Crimson 
Sprinter I red 65 Open pollinated. Early producer of brilliant, red, juicy, medium-sized 

tomatoes. Excellent early production in northern climates.

Green Zebra 

🏅
I green 

striped 78 Heirloom. Beautiful bright green striped, medium sized fruit with excellent 
slightly tangy flavor. A favorite of our farm store customers.

Lemon Boy 
Plus I yellow 75

NEW!  Glorious golden slicer! Enjoy the consistency of this high yielding 
hybrid variety with beefsteak fruits ranging from yellow to gold.  Sweet and 
tangy, this sunny beauty is sure to brighten your garden and plate! 

Moskvich 

🏅
S red 60 Heirloom. Extra early-producing hardy plants. Deep red, smooth, round 

fruits. Rich flavor. Our favorite red tomato! Reliable, prolific, & delicious.

Prudens 

Purple🏅
I pink 72 Heirloom. Large dark pink fruits with rich heirloom flavor. Medium-tall 

plants. Potato-leaf type plant.  Dependable heirloom beefsteak.
Rose  
de Berne 

🏅
I pink 75 Heirloom. Stout Oak Tomato Tasting Winner! Dark rose pink, medium-

sized smooth-skinned tomato. Robust flavor.

Striped 
German I yellow/

red 78 Heirloom. Bicolor red and yellow fruit with beautiful marbled interior flesh. 
Complex fruity flavor with smooth texture.

Trophy 🏅 I red 80

IT’S BACK!  Five star farm favorite! Ranking at the top in our tomato tasting 
each season, this red slicer is a crowd pleaser. Winning awards since 1870, 
these open pollinated plants deliver medium sized red fruits with a classic 
look and flavor.  A great slicing tomato!  

Valencia 🏅 I orange 76 Heirloom from Maine. Sunny orange fruits are sweet and meaty. Medium-
sized with few seeds. Bursting with flavor!

Yellow 
Brandywine I yellow 78

NEW! Abundant in character and flavor! Open pollinated with old time 
heirloom character and charm.  With good sized fruits, this golden variety 
of a beloved classic offers rich flavor and a beautiful slice.

SLICING TOMATOES



CHERRY & SMALL TOMATOES
VARIETY TYPE

FRUIT 
COLOR

DAYS TO 
MATURITY DESCRIPTION

Black  

Cherry 🏅
I purple

/black 64 Open pollinated. Round, full-flavored cherry tomato with distinct purple/
black color. Juicy 1” fruits with sweet, rich flavor. Tomato Tasting winner!

Clementine I orange 68 We grow this one on the farm every year. Bright orange 2" round "cocktail" 
tomatoes are great in salads or for snacking. Hybrid seed.

Golden 
Cherrywine I yellow/

orange 70

NEW! Flavorful and fun! Bringing a surprise to the harvest, this hybrid 
variety from Artisan Seeds can produce yellow, orange and red cherry 
tomatoes all at once! These vigorous and productive plants are likely to add 
a little fun to your season. Tall, disease resistant plants.

Goldie Husk 
Cherry

Bush 
habit

golden 
w/husk 75

Not technically a tomato, but an old fashioned member of the tomato 
family. Bushy plants bear small golden fruit inside papery husks. Unique 
flavor described as tropical/sweet/nutty!

Lucky  

Tiger 🏅
I green 

striped 70 Strikingly beautiful with well-balanced flavor. Green and yellow stripes, 
blushing pink as they ripen. Oval shaped, 2" long. Open pollinated.

Maglia Rosa S pink 55

NEW!  Great for a garden of any size! Growing well in pots or in the ground, 
this semi-determinate plant will be adorned with long pink cherry tomatoes 
painted with faint yellow stripes. Not much staking required. Productive and 
early producer. A sweet bright flavor makes it a great addition to any 
summer salad. Looks especially beautiful cut lengthwise. Open pollinated.

Matt’s Wild 

Cherry 🏅
I red 60 Heirloom. Very tiny sweet red cherry tomatoes ripen in clusters. Prolific 

producer with tall vines. Keeps going all season.

Mountain 
Magic I red 70

Brilliant red with a juicy, smooth interior with low acid and high sugars. 
Highly disease resistant plants produce trusses of 2 ounce fruit. Hybrid 
seed. 

Red Pearl 
Grape I red 58 Open pollinated red grape tomato. Tall healthy plants bearing high quality 

firm fruit that store well once picked. Nearly seedless.

Snow White I pale 
yellow 75

NEW! A snacktime hit! Productive heirloom plants produce snackable sweet 
fruits that can turn anyone into a tomato lover. Beautiful pale yellow fruits 
can be harvested in abundance through the season. 

Sungold 🏅 I orange 57 Hybrid. Exceptionally sweet bright orange cherries on tall vigorous vines. 
It’s hard to beat the sweetness of Sungold. Wins all the taste tests!

Sunpeach 

🏅
I pink 60 Hybrid. Very sweet deep pink cherry. Vigorous plants. Sister variety to 

Sungold with a more subtle flavor - sweet, but not as tangy and acidic.

Supersweet 
100 I red 60 Hybrid. Super popular red cherry. Tall vines with good disease resistance 

bear clusters of thin-skinned 1-inch fruit. Very prolific over a long season.



PLUM & PASTE TOMATOES
VARIETY TYPE

FRUIT 
COLOR

DAYS TO 
MATURITY DESCRIPTION

Blue Beech I red 82
Large elongated fruits that are easy to process into sauce. An 
excellent canning tomato, it also tastes great when eaten fresh. 
Heirloom that is well-adapted to northern climates

Juliet I red 60
Hybrid. Juliet is our #1 favorite for salsa! Very reliable heavy producer 
of small firm plum tomatoes. Great for fresh eating in salads too! 
Disease resistant and vigorous grower. 

Cipolla’s 
Pride I red 82

NEW!  Brought from Sicily to Brooklyn, New York in 1906, this seed 
was lovingly grown and preserved by the Cipollas on their family 
farm. A beloved heirloom paste tomato that produces high yields of 
concentrated fruit sets. Large red tomatoes with full flavor and low 
water content make them perfect for sauces and preservation.

San 
Marzano I red 80 Open pollinated. Classic Italian variety for sauce, paste, puree, or 

canning. Long cylindrical fruit. Kate’s Mom’s favorite for sauce.

EGGPLANT
VARIETY FRUIT COLOR

DAYS TO 
MATURITY DESCRIPTION

Black Beauty dark purple 90 Classic Italian eggplant with dark purple glossy skin. Hefty bell-
shaped fruits. Perfect for eggplant parmesan! Open pollinated. 

Fairy Tale
light purple 
striped (mini 

size)
65

NEW!  A hybrid variety that grows well in containers and in the ground. 
These plants produce abundant mini eggplants adorned with purple 
and white stripes (harvest at 3” to 4” long). With few seeds, no 
bitterness, and delicious flavor these are perfect for individual servings 
on the grill. 

Rosa Bianca violet 75 Sicilian heirloom. Plump, rounded fruit are light pink steamed with 
white and violet. Mild, creamy taste and few seeds. 



PEPPERS
VARIETY FLAVOR

FRUIT 
COLOR

SEED 
TYPE

DAYS TO 
MATURITY DESCRIPTION

Carmen 
Sweet 
Italian

sweet green/
red Hybrid

60 
green/ 
80 red

Sweet thin-walled Italian frying peppers, maturing green to red, 
6 to 8” long. Very productive. Sweet and mild, even when 
green. Sweeter and juicier than a bell pepper!

Escamillo 
Sweet 
Italian

sweet green/
orange Hybrid

60 
green/ 

80 yellow

Golden yellow Corno di Toro (bull’s horn) sweet Italian frying 
pepper. Fruits average 6” long. Much like Carmen, but yellow! 
Impressive high yields and sweet flavor!

King of the 
North (bell 
type)

sweet green/
red OP

57 
green/ 
70 red

Early ripening bell peppers for cool, short seasons!  These open 
pollinated plants are known to produce a nicely sized sweet red 
pepper with glossy skin and a satisfying juicy crunch. 

Shishito sweet green OP 60

Small, mild Japanese pepper for roasting, pan-frying, or grilling. 
Typically harvested green, eventually will turn red. The 
occasional fruit will display a little heat. Each plant producers 
dozens of these small peppers!

Early 
Jalapeno hot green OP 60

‘Early Jalapeño’ is a reliable producer of 3” to 4” dark green 
jalapeños on compact plants. Distinctive jalapeño flavor.  One 
of the easiest hot peppers to grow in our northern climate

Goddess 
Banana hot yellow Hybrid 65

Beautiful smooth-skinned, mild banana peppers.  Abundant 7” 
fruit borne on tall, high-yielding plants.  We slice and pickle 
these peppers and eat them on everything!

Highlander 
Anaheim hot green Hybrid

65 
green/85 

red

These mild chili peppers are 7 to 8 inches in length, often used 
green in cooking. Very tall plants are productive and disease 
resistant. Classic pepper for making chiles rellenos. 

Impala 
Serrano hot green/

red Hybrid 57 green; 
77 red

Impala’s fruits average 3 to 3.5” and are borne on large, bushy 
plants. These Mexican peppers are traditionally harvested 
green and have a bright fresh flavor.  If Jalapeños aren’t quite 
spicy enough for you, try Serranos in your salsa!

Ring O’Fire 
Cayenne hot red OP 45 green; 

60 red

NEW!   Excellent for those who love a little heat!  An open 
pollinated variety that produces striking bright red, thin skinned 
fruits with a good heat, but a bit more mild than other cayennes. 
These dependable and generously producing plants grow up to 
18” in height that do well either in the ground or in pots.



CUCUMBERS -  
ZUCCHINI - SQUASH

VARIETY
SEED 
TYPE

DAYS TO 
MATURITY DESCRIPTION

Marketmore Slicing 
Cucumber OP 58 Classic dark green slicing cucumber. We grow these on the farm 

every year. Harvest at 8 to 9” long. Very productive and easy to grow! 

National Pickling 
Cucumber OP 52 These short crisp cucumbers make fabulous pickles! Harvest at 4 to 

5” long. Excellent for fresh eating too!  Super crisp!

Silver Slicer Cucumber OP 54
NEW!   A cool and crunchy dream!  These long, narrow, cucumbers 
with thin cream colored skin are deliciously crunchy and buttery. Open 
pollinated, prolific producers. Powdery mildew resistant plants.

Cocozelle Zucchini OP 58 Productive tasty Italian variety with green striped fruits. Harvest at 6 
to 8” long. More flavorful than most zucchini!

Dark Green Zucchini OP 50 Classic green zucchini. Vigorous plants are easy to grow. Every 
garden needs at least one of these. 

Zephyr Summer Squash Hybrid 54 Slender yellow fruits with light green tips. Delicious slightly nutty 
flavor and firm texture. Large prolific plants. 

Multipik Yellow 
Summer Squash OP 50 Prolific straightneck yellow squash produces all summer long. 

Uniform squash with smooth yellow skin. Disease resistant. 

BRASSICAS & LEAFY GREENS
VARIETY SEED TYPE

DAYS TO 
MATURITY DESCRIPTION

DeCicco Broccoli Heirloom 48
Italian variety known for its tender stalks and mild flavor. Reliable home 
garden variety that produces a compact central head followed by a 
prolific set of sideshoots.

Brussels Sprouts Hybrid 110 Tall plants produce excellent quality bright green sprouts. 100 days to 
maturity. Harvest in the late fall, after a frost.

Rainbow Swiss 
Chard OP 60 Gorgeous dark green leaves with brilliant red, pink, white, yellow, and 

orange stems. Strong upright plants produce all season long.

Red Russian Kale OP 50 Kate’s favorite! Blue-green leaves with bright purple stems. Tall plants 
produce all season long. Our sweetest, most tender kale.

Black Magic 
Lacinato Kale OP 65

NEW!   Dark blue green, long and narrow savoyed leaves make beautiful 
bunches. An open pollinated lacinato kale frequently referred to as 
“dinosaur” kale is perfect for salads, braising and spectacular kale chips.

Green Curly Kale OP 60 Classic curly green kale. Vigorous 2 to 3 foot tall plants with curly blue-
green leaves. Best kale for soups and kale chips!



HERBS

FLOWERS

ONIONS & LEEKS

VARIETY SEED TYPE
DAYS TO 

MATURITY DESCRIPTION

French Marigold OP 55 Tagetes patula. Large yellow blooms on bushy dark green plants. 12 - 18” 
tall. Natural pest deterrent. 

Nasturtium, 
Jewel Mix OP 60 Mix of yellow, orange, red, and pink flowers on trailing plants. Delicate, lily 

pad shaped leaves. Edible flowers and leaves (peppery flavor).

Zinnia, Benary’s 
Giant Mix OP 75

Bright mix of deep red, orange, light pink, lilac, coral, lime, burgundy, 
white, and yellow. Long stems. Tall plants bloom all summer.  Add 
abundant color to your garden!

Sensation Blend 
Cosmos OP 85

THEY’RE BACK! A riot of soft pinks, white, purple and rich magenta!  Will 
brighten any space and attract bees and other beneficial pollinators to your 
garden. Beautiful in bouquets. A productive annual that is easy to grow. 

VARIETY
SEED 
TYPE

DAYS TO 
MATURITY DESCRIPTION

Genovese 
Basil OP 74 Traditional Italian culinary basil (classic Italian Genovese type). Plants are 24” to 30” 

tall with 3” long leaves. Keep harvesting tips to encourage new shoots. 

Tulsi Basil OP 85
Mild spicy aroma with hints of sweetness. Used for teas, culinary, and medicinal 
use. Compact but very full, attractive plants covered in purple flowers. Excellent 
attractor of beneficial insects. Also known as Holy Basil or Spice Basil. 

Parsley OP 75
Awesome culinary variety! These open pollinated plants are strong with upright 
stems and lush dark green leaves. Their sweet, slightly salty flavor is fresh and 
prominent. A beautiful plant in the garden and on the plate.

Celery OP 80 Try growing your own celery! Regular watering and fertile soil will produce 
vigorous plants will tall smooth stalks. 

VARIETY SEED TYPE
DAYS TO 

MATURITY DESCRIPTION

Yellow Onions  Hybrid 100
Yellow onions bring depth of flavor and hold form even after long cooking, 
making them a great all purpose onion. Grow these beautiful plants in your 
garden and harvest 3”- 4” bulbs with thick skins that can store all winter.

Red Onions OP 100
Slicing a fresh red onion straight from the garden is a true joy! Enjoy 
medium to large sized juicy red onions, great for raw eating, and for 
storage. Stores for 2 to 4 months after harvest.

Leeks OP 110 Classic leeks for fall harvest. They are well worth the wait! Disease resistant, 
strong plants are well-adapted to our region. 

We recommend 
growing CILANTRO  
and DILL from seed!



SEED PACKETS
We are offering a great selection of seeds for you to 
choose from this year, including many of our favorite 
heirloom and open-pollinated varieties.  Choose from 
over 50 Certified Organic seed varieties from High 
Mowing Organic Seeds!

SHOP FOR THESE ORGANIC SEEDS  

WHEN YOU ORDER YOUR PLANTS ONLINE: 

VEGETABLES & HERBS 

ARUGULA 
BEANS 
BEETS 
CARROTS 
CHARD 
CILANTRO 
CORN 
CUCUMBERS 
DILL 
KALE 
LETTUCE 
MELONS 
 

MICROGREENS 
PARSNIPS 
PUMPKINS 
RADISHES 
SALAD GREENS 
SPINACH 
SUMMER SQUASH 
WATERMELON 
WINTER SQUASH 
ZUCCHINI 

FLOWERS: 
 CALENDULA 
 COSMOS   
 POPPY 
 SUNFLOWER 
 ZINNIA 


